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Introduction

Dear Potential Shareholder
I would like to thank you for your interest in Parasol Corporation.
A decision to invest with us is a door to opportunities you never dreamed possible.
Everyday Parasol Corporation products touch the lives of millions of people around the
world. From the mundane to the marvelous, the Parasol group of companies is at the
cutting edge of new technologies, ensuring a brighter future for all of humankind.
With innovations in the fields of medicine, security, education, pharmaceuticals,
chemistry and technology, our employees are dedicated to the goal of providing our
shareholders with the best return on their investments, thus ensuring continued
financial security.
As a multinational corporation with expanding markets in over a hundred countries
worldwide, Parasol takes pride in our global commitment to ensuring a greener future
for our children.
A recent expansion of our environmental division – PARASphere – has allowed us to
make startling inroads into perfecting a new carbon neutral fuel that will power all future
initiatives, making Parasol the greenest corporation on the planet.
Parasol Corporation is enjoying unprecedented growth across all our subsidiaries,
despite the current global economic climate, with double-digit returns on investment in
all sectors of the market. While many other corporations are struggling to maintain
viability, Parasol continues to offer excellent opportunities for investment.
Our commitment to making quality products at affordable prices will continue to improve
the quality of life for all people and ensure an excellent return for our shareholders well
into the next millennium.
These are exciting times for our company and I hope that, after considering our
prospectus, we will be welcoming you into the Parasol family in the very near future.

John R Green
Co – CEO, Parasol Corporation

Public Offer
Investment Option Information

Exclusive Introductory
Promotion
Valid
Monday 13th April 2009.

$100 Standard
$90 Concession
Tier 1
Valid
14th April - 31st October 2009.

Associate
Shareholder

$130

$50 Per Day

Standard



Tier 2
Valid
1st November 2009 - 31st March 2010.

$160

Standard
Tier 3
Valid
At the Door

$180
$170

Standard
Concession

Event location

As at the time of this publication, Parasol Corporation is in
discussion with several of the City’s premiere conference
venues.
While no decision has been ratified, it is our intent to resolve
this issue as swiftly as possible.
Shareholders are recommended to register to our
communications hub at www.parasolonline.com for regular
accommodation updates.

Paraplex events
X-men: wolverine

Date:
Time:
Location:
Cost:

Thursday, 30th April 2010
6.45pm
Belmont Reading Cinemas
$10.00

Register for updates or Book and Pay online at
www.parasolonline.com/screenings

Mr Scott Sigler
International Guest Speaker

Scott Sigler is a multidisciplinary author who has written works on parasitology,
xenotransplantation, deep core drilling, urban legends and interspecies relations.
The second of his publications examining the evolution of a previously undescribed parasitic
organism (Contagious) has been extremely well-received, making the New York Times best
seller list.
Scott is also a pioneer in research publishing, making all of his papers freely available via
podcast.
Scott’s next major publication, Ancestor – a treatise on xenotransplantation, should be
available in time for the AGM.

PARADise
Backed by the most powerful infrastructure on the planet,
ParaDISE, Parasol Corporations Digital Interactive Social
Environment is the ultimate in social networking sites.

Recent advancements in fibregenics research by the ParaNET team have enabled
ParaDISE to become the one stop shop for work, entertainment, social interaction and
security.
ParaDISE will be a keystone in the new QUOKKA CITY development, enabling staff to
work from the comfort of their own home while being able to fully interact with all of their
friends and family.
More information at www.parasolonline.com

DR ian irvine
National Guest Speaker

Ian Irvine is a marine scientist who has developed some of Australia’s national
guidelines for the protection of the oceanic environment.
He has also produced a series of treatises looking at the issues of environmental
terrorism, genetic research and climate change.
These treatises are currently being reprinted, and should all be available in time for the
AGM.
Ian’s other published works include examinations of the theory of parallel worlds (the
Runcible Jones quintet) and convergent evolution (the Three Worlds Cycle).

Mr John Samuel
Community Guest Speaker

Only known photo… approach with caution!

John Samuel has been an ardent supporter of Swancon for well over two decades.
He has helped out on several committees, been an active participant both on
panels and in the audience, run numerous sessions for beginning players in the
Gaming Rooms, helped in numerous auctions (both physically and financially) and
has also been awarded a "Mum Fan" for his dedication towards all things
Swancon.
He has a personal vendetta against several executives of the Parasol Corporation,
which has only been exacerbated by his nomination as Community Guest of
Honour for Swancon 2010.

In Conclusion

You have now had the opportunity to read through this prospectus.
Investment in any venture requires careful consideration. Many
businesses in the past year have suffered because of poor investment
planning.
I am please to announce that the Parasol Corporation of companies have
‘bucked’ the trend – so to speak.
While our competitors struggle to find even more drastic ways in which to
cut costs and reduce overheads, Parasol Corporation has moved
progressively forward towards our corporate aims.
Our Aggressive Shareholder Strategy enables us to seek out new
investors from a diverse variety of sources. We are so sure of our
products and services that we have set up a specialised team dealing with
strategic enforcement – making sure that everything Parasol and its
affiliates do is to the benefit of Parasol Corporation.
On behalf of the directors of Parasol Corporation, we now invite you to be
part of that future.
Sincerely

Todd Rowlands
Co – Chief Executive Officer
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Quokka city
Nestléd 18 kilometres off the Western Australian mainland,
Rottnest Island has recently been announced as the
planned site for Parasol Corporation’s city of the future.

With state of the art facilities encompassing the very
best that Parasol Corporation has to offer, Quokka
City has been designed to be the ultimate in luxury
accommodation for the discerning investor.
By using the very latest in ParaTech
innovations at the hub of the
development, Quokka Towers will
become the beacon of sustainability
and biotechnology for the next century.
Residents will also enjoy:
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

Diverse range of accommodation options
On-call medical help from ParaMed Staff
Unlimited FREE ParaNET access
2 world leading educational facilities
4 multilevel shopping precincts
24 hour ParaSec patrols
Unprecedented recreational activities around the
pristine coast the island

Contact your local PPM
officer for further details
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